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1. Purpose of report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Panel with the findings of the Corporate
Communications Section, Service Users Survey.

2. Background

2.1 At its meeting on 30 April 2014, the Panel heard a presentation from Stephen Penman,
Head of Corporate Communications who gave an overview of the activities undertaken
by the Corporate Communications Section of the Chief Executive's Office and provided
information on its performance.

2.2 Following the presentation, the Convener requested that a survey of members and
Executive Directors be carried out to seek their views on the service provided by
Corporate Communications and report the findings to a future meeting of the Panel.

3. Process

3.1 A similar survey requirement was already being considered as part of a wider review of
corporate communications already in progress across the Council. This requirement was
to carry out a survey of senior managers to obtain information on the awareness of
Corporate Communications' services and seek views on users' experiences of these
services. This requirement and the Panel's request were therefore combined into a single
survey.

3.2 To obtain the required information, a questionnaire was prepared and distributed to all
members of the Council, Executive Directors and Heads of Service at the beginning of
October 2014 with a return date of 20th October. Initial response was low and a reminder
was issued with an extended return date of 28 October, which elicited an increased
response. The questionnaire is included in the survey findings report a copy of which is
attached to this report.

4 Findings and conclusions

4.1 In total, 28 valid responses were received: 13 from officers and 15 from members,
representing response rates of 54% and 22% for each group, respectively. This is a
sufficient response to provide indicative findings.

4.2 The survey examines levels of awareness of the various services and functions
provided by the Corporate Communications Section. It also looks at the extent to
which respondents have used or had experience of the various services and how they
rated these services on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent). Finally it asks for any
additional comments to elaborate on service experience or provide suggestions for
service development.



4.3 The detailed findings from the survey are contained in the attached Service Users
Survey: Report of Findings. The key findings and conclusions are as follows:

• The survey design and number of responses are sufficient to provide indicative findings
but care should be taken in drawing conclusions about the whole group.

• Overall awareness levels were high. Officers reported very high levels of awareness
while members recorded lower levels but still quite high, with more than half aware of
each of the services.

• Usage rates varied considerably across the 10 services. Service by service, these rates
are higher for officers than for members and there are differences in the usage patterns
between the two groups.

• Overall, both groups rated their usage experiences towards the 'good' end of the scale
with officers generally recording higher scores. Despite some commonality, there are
several differences in the relative scores between each group.

• Differences in the awareness, usage patterns and user experiences suggest that
members and officers have at least some differing priorities and expectations regarding
these services.

• The majority of comments provided are positive or constructive and include some ideas
and suggestions for service development.

5. Recommendations

5.1 It is recommended that the Scrutiny Panel:

(a) considers the findings from the survey and;

(b) otherwise notes the content of the report.

k\( Chu\f Executive

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact Graham Reid, Corporate
Information & Research Manager, tel: 01698 302266.
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1. Background and approach

As part of a wider review of corporate communications across the Council it was considered
appropriate to carry out a survey of senior managers to obtain information on the awareness of
the services provided by the Corporate Communications Section of the Chief Executive's Office
and to seek views on users' experiences of these services. During the review, the Head of
Corporate Communications was invited to present a report to the Scrutiny Panel at its meeting
on 30 April 2014 to outline the functions and services of the Section and provide information on
its performance. At this meeting the Scrutiny Panel requested that a survey of members and
Executive Directors be carried out to elicit their views on the service, to be reported to a future
meeting of the Panel. These two requirements were combined into a single survey.

To obtain the required information, the questionnaire attached as Appendix 1 was prepared and
distributed to all members of the Council, Executive Directors and Heads of Service at the
beginning of October 2014 with an initial return date of 20th October, subsequently extended
until 28th October. It should be noted that this is not a 'statistical' survey where respondents are
selected in a structured way but rather a consultation exercise where everyone in a group is
invited to respond and individuals themselves choose whether or not to take part. Care should
therefore be taken in using respondents' views to represent the whole group.

2. Response rates

A total of 28 valid responses were received: 13 from officers and 15 from members, representing

response rates of 54% and 22% of each group respectively. These are the figures used in the
analysis presented in the findings below. Note that, one additional officer and one additional
member replied to the request with other comments or information but did not provide
information that could be included in the analysis.

3. Awareness of corporate communications services

The questionnaire lists the ten key functions carried out by the Corporate Communications
Section along with some examples of what is covered. Respondents were asked to say which of
these functions they were aware of and which they had actually used or had some direct
experience of.

Overall, most respondents were aware of most functions. The three functions that respondents
were least aware of were: managing internal communications; providing 24 hr on−call PR
support; and PRsupportforALEOs. Table 1 shows the awareness levels in order, with the
function most respondents were aware of at the top.

Table 1
Percentage of all respondents who were aware of each function
Function
Corporate publications
Multimedia photography service
Managing media coverage
Promoting the council through marketing activity
Supporting senior managers and elected members
Managing digital and social media
Graphics design service
Managing internal communications
Providing 24 hr on−call PR support
PR support for ALEOs
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The order was more or less the same for officer and member respondents. However, awareness
levels amongst member respondents − ranging from 87% aware of corporate publications to
53% aware of the provision of PR support for ALEOs − are generally lower than those of officers,
all of whom were aware of the first seven functions in Table 1, with awareness rates for the
remaining three ranging from 92% down to 77%. See Appendix 2 for further details.

4. Use or experience of corporate communications services

When asked which services they had used or had some direct experience of, most respondents
(82% overall) cited managing media coverage while the least used service was given as providing
24hr on−call PR support with a usage figure 32% over all respondents. These two are also at the
upper and lower ends of the lists for members and officers when their responses are examined
separately − see Table 2 below which shows the usage rates in rank order for each group.

However, there are some notable differences between the two sets of responses. The usage
rates for officers are generally significantly higher than those for members − about 60% higher
overall, but with some significant variations. In particular, far more officers (92%) than
members (33%) had used graphics design services; and many more officers (54%) than members
(13%) had used the 24hr on−call PR support service. The services where usage rates are closest
are: supporting senior managers and elected members; and PR support for ALEO5. The different
usage patterns between the two groups suggest that, at least to some extent, officers and
members have differing service needs. Appendix 2 has more information.

Table 2

5. Experience of using services

Respondents were asked to rate the services they had used on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10
(excellent). This type of scale was used so that an average score can be calculated for each
function. This has been done separately for officers' responses, members' responses and all
responses and an overall score, called the Mean Score, produced for each group. The figures
are contained in Appendix 2 . Scoring on a 1 − 10 scale like this can generally be converted to
the more usual aualitative measure as follows:

1o r2 3 o r 4 5 o r 6 7 o r 8 9or10
rv poor poor fair good very goo

The results show a Mean Score for all respondents of 7.3 indicating that the overall perception
of these corporate communications services is good. There are differences between the
responses from members and officers with the former returning a Mean Score of 6.3 (fair to
good) and the latter recording 8.3 (good to very good).

Looking at the specific services, officers generally recorded higher ratings than members. The
average scores are summarised in Table 3 which shows the services in rank order for each group.
Interestingly, the top three services: providing 24hr on−call PR support; supporting senior
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managers and elected members; and multimedia photography service, are the same and in the
same order for both groups.

Table 3

However, below the top three, there were some marked differences. The service ranked fourth
by members − managing media coverage − was eighth in the officers list while the service given
the lowest score by members − PR support for ALEOs − was ranked fourth by officers.

These figures along with the usage patterns outlined in the previous section suggest that,
despite some common ground, officers and members have a number of different priorities and
expectations regarding corporate communications services.

6. Analysis of comments

The final section of the questionnaire invites respondents to provide comments on any of the 10
services provided by the Corporate Communications Section. In the returns, just under half of all
respondents (8 members and 5 officers) provided a total of 49 Comments. Table 4 below gives a
breakdown of these for each of the 10 services ranked in order of number of comments.
Table 4

number of suggestions and ideas that may be worthy of further consideration. Many provide
further explanation for the scores provided in the previous section. They are listed in full
Appendix 3. Note that the list also includes two additional general comments, one forma
member and one from an officer.

7. Conclusions

• The survey design and number of responses are sufficient to provide indicative findings but
care should be taken in drawing conclusions about the whole group.
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• Overall awareness levels were high. Officers reported very high levels of awareness while
members recorded lower levels but still quite high, with more than half aware of each of the
services.

• Usage rates varied considerably across the 10 services. Service by service, these rates are
higher for officers than for members and there are differences in the usage patterns
between the two groups.

• Overall, both groups rated their usage experiences towards the 'good' end of the scale with
officers generally recording higher scores. Despite some commonality, there are several
differences in the relative scores between each group.

• Differences in the awareness, usage patterns and user experiences suggest that members
and officers have at least some differing priorities and expectations regarding these services.

• The majority of comments provided are positive or constructive and include some ideas and
suggestions for service development.
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APPENDIX I
Corporate Communications Service Improvement Survey

The Corporate Communications Team is currently reviewing the services it provides to support the
Council. This short questionnaire is being sent to all Members and Senior Officers of the Council.
Please help us to improve the service we provide by taking a few minutes to respond to the
questions below:

The Council's Corporate Communications service includes the following functions:

1. Managing media coverage including press enquiries
2. Promoting the council through other marketing activity and initiatives ( i d : Commonwealth

Games, Welfare Reform and other campaigns)
3. Supporting senior managers and elected members ( i d : committee meetings, corporate

working groups, etc and provision of communications advice)
4. Providing 24 hr on−call PR support (crisis management, major incidents etc)
5. PR support for ALEOs (NL Industries, Culture NL, NL Leisure, etc)
6. Managing digital and social media (Website, Facebook, Twitter, etc)
7. Graphics design service (branding, campaign design, publications, reports etc)
8. Multimedia photography service (incl organising photocalls, etc)
9. Corporate publications
10. Managing internal communications ( i d : employee communications strategy, development of

Connect, etc)

Please provide your response to the questions below:

Name of Respondent Date

Please indicate which of these functions you are aware of as being provided by the Corporate
Communications team − and which you have used or had direct experience of during the past 12
months.

Function Aware of Used or
Experienced

1. Managing media coverage
2. Promoting the council through other marketing activity and

initiatives

3. Supporting senior managers and elected members

4. Providing 24 hr on−call PR support

5. PR support for ALEOs

6. Managing digital and social media

7. Graphics design service

8. Multimedia photography service

9. Corporate publications

10. Managing internal communications
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For those functions you have used or had experience of, how would you rate that experience on a
scaie or i to l u wnere i means poor ana i u means exceitent.

Rating
Function 1 ... 10

1. Managing media coverage
2. Promoting the council through other marketing activity and initiatives
3. Supporting senior managers and elected members
4. Providing 24 hr on−call PR support
5. PR support for ALEOs
6. Managing digital social media
7. Graphics design service
8. Multimedia photography service
9. Corporate publications
10. Managing internal communications

I t you nave any comments about any aspect or tne service piease insert below:
Add comments below relevant function

1. Managing media coverage

2. Promoting the council through other marketing activity and initiatives

3. Supporting senior managers and elected members

4. Providing 24 hr on−call PR support

5. PR support for ALEO5

6. Managing digital and social media

7. Graphics design service

8. Multimedia photography service

9. Corporate publications

10. Managing internal communications

Thank you for your support. Please return your completed form to Graham Reid, Corporate
Information and Research Manager, Chief Executive's Office − either on paper, or by email to
reidganorthlan.ov.uk, by Monday 20 October 2014. .

If you have any questions, please contact Graham Reid on 0169830 2266
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APPENDIX 2
Corporate Communications Survey

mber and percetage of r i s who were awe

Numberofresp

−Results Tables
! of each o f the Corporate

Members
15

Function No
Managing media coverage 1 1 1 73%
Prornotingthe council through other marketing activityand Initiatives i i 73%
Supporting senior managers and elected members I i 73%
Providing 24 hr on−call PR support
PR support for ALEOs
Managing

digital and social med ia______________
Graphics design service
Multimedaphotography service
Corporate publications
Manaein internal communications

9 60%
8 53%
10 67%
10 67%
1280%
1.3 87%
10 I 67%

Officers All Respondents
13 28

No % No
13 100% 24 :86%
13 100% 24

− − −13 100% 24 '86%
11 85% .. 20 71%
10 77% ;18
13 100% ; 2 3 82%
13 100% .23 82%
13 L1009G 25
13 J 100% 26 93%
12 92% 22
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Members Officers All Respondents
Number otrespondents−> 15 13 28

Function No % No % No
Managrng media coverage 10 67%

−
13 100% 82%

Promoting the council through other marketing activity and initiatives 17 61%
Supporting senior managers and elected members

− −−
10

−
67% 10 − 7 7 % 20 71%

Providing on call FOR support
− − − − −

2 13%
− −

....7 9 32%
support for ALEOs 5 33% 5 38% 10 36%

Managing digital and social med
− −

6 4 0 − − 13 5%

service 5 33% 12 92% 17 61%
Multimedia graphy service 7 47% 9 69% 16 57%
;Corporate publications

− −−−− −−− −−− −−−−− − −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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−
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.4or..(poor) −10 (exceIlent).'The table shows the average scores for each function.

. Tiii__
Members Officers All Respondents

.....................................................................................................................Average Noof Average Noof 'Avetagé. NoTof
− − − − − − − − − − − − − ..IFunction Score Responses Score Responses Score Response5

I - M a n a g i n gmedia coverage 6.3 12 7.9 13 "7 .2
.

'25
Promoting the council through other marketing activity and initiatives 6.1 10 8.1 10 7.1 20
Supporting senior managers and electedmembers 7.1 12 8.9 10 7.9 77
Providing 24hr on−call PRsupport

− _ − − −
−−−−−−−−−−−−8 :5 12

P P 9 9 . 13
Managing digital and social media 6.3 7 7.9 7 7.1 14
!Graphics design service 6.3 8 7.9 12 7.3 20
Multimedia photography service 6.8 10 8.8 9 7.7 19
Forporatepublications 5.9 12 8.2 10 7.0 22
Managlng internal communications 5.8 10 8.1 1 10 .6.9 . .. . .20

Mean Score−> 6.3 8.3 7.3

UIlCtloni.

Number of respondents−>

I Function
Managing media coverage
−−Promoting the council through other marketing act

[upport ing senior managers and elected members
'roviding24hron−call PR support
PR support for AltOs
Managing digital and social media
Graphics design service
Multimedia photography service
Corporate publication
IManaeina internal communications

Total number of

and initiatives

t h s I c e h & t a b l e u 1 m P l y éounts t h e number of

Members Officers All Respondents
15 13 . 28

−. −−−−− . −−−−N o .of Comments No. o f Comments No.of Comments
5 5
4 1 .5
5 3
1 2
4 2
5 2 7,
2 0 '......"i

,,,,i•

32 17 . .......
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APPENDIX 3
Corporate Communications Service Improvement Survey

Comments Section

Respondents were asked, if they had any comments about any aspect of the service, to add them
under the relevant function. The comments provided are listed below by function. A few general
comments were also received and are included at the end.

Function source

1. Managing media coverage
Greater emphasis on social media. Print media is rapidly dwindling. Did not handle press well

Mduring the roll out of Welfare Reform.
Excellent direct support provided to the Service − which has benefitted from experience within
the CC team.
My experience has generally been on contentious issues where the nuance of press statements
is crucial. Officers have been very willing to work with me to develop appropriate comments.
I had a couple of poor experiences recently however these were down to a new and
inexperienced member of staff, and were resolved with the assistance of others within corporate 0
com ms.
Instances of poor service / response preparation. 0
Excellent proactive approach dealing frequently with very challenging matters. 0
Need for a more proactive approach in getting messages across to audiences. M
Poor. M
Not up to acceptable standard M
Excellent service provided by staff in the Press team. M

2. Promoting the council through other marketing activity and initiatives
Would like to see a more proactive approach taken. M
Mixed bag. Dog Dirt campaign and Commonwealth Games handled well; lessons to be learned

Mhowever from Welfare Reform.
A steady consistent approach linked to the integrity of the council brand. 0
Need for a bland image that reflects a modern council. M
Poor at best. M

3. Supporting senior managers and elected members
Any questions or clarity I have needed have been responded to efficiently. M
Support for councillors is poor. Should be profiles of Leader, Depute Leader, Provost and Depute
Provost on website. Should be greater dialogue with local members regarding community

M
events. For example, Corporate Comms should aim to have local members quoted in local press,
not always conveners.
I have received a lot of support from corporate comms − particularly in relation to our joint work
on the Council web site and Intranet. Apart from a significant gap in capacity to deliver (there 0
simply aren't enough people to go round!) I find this extremely helpful.
One to one engagement/support is good and a valuable advice resource to have 0
Empathetic yet clear in the advice given even when this may be at odds with the senior
manager's own views.
Develop new ways −'You Tube' to explain situations. M
No support in my case, not confident that would be of much help in any case due to experience

Mof service up till now in which we are mid way through electoral term.
I value the range of services offered by Corporate Communications. M
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4. Providing 24 hr on−call PR support
My experience has been that the team/identified person has also been immediately contactable
during emergency situations, with a vital role played.
Robust system in place. 0
Avery valuable service which can address potentially damaging media coverage by being

Mproactive with timeous comments.

5. PR support for ALEOs
Could do more in this area − many positive stories associated to the ALEO that NL communities

M
are not hearing.
Received PR support on one occasion via Fusion Assets. Corporate Communications offered PR
support and quote was attributed to me. Only problem was I was not consulted on the quote M
before submission. Have heard of this from several councillor colleagues.
Track record over the last 3 years speaks for itself in terms of positive coverage/support in
addressing _challenges _and _strengthening _brand and reputation.
The team manage to balance the requirements of Client ALEOs well with the Council's
requirements when potentially differing responses from ALEOs and Council are required.
NLI is only one example that I was personally involved in (being board member), and I must say
that the PR was an undisputed disgrace, We were first in UK I understand to not only re open Mbut expand in a new model the former REMPLOY factory. Should have been national news,
extremely disappointing, No excuse for this.
An area which has developed over the last few years with PR becoming more aware of the

Mdistinctive needs of individual ALEOs

6. Managing digital social media
Generally very good but There can be an inconsistency to language used and topics shared. Not

Mall areas have mention from NLC social media.
I have spoken to some of the media team re social media and I am aware this will be an Mimportant topic for future work.
Important that we invest in improving our social media strategy. All councils also must improve

Mwebsites, including North Lanarkshire.
The Council's web information is much improved. 0
It would be fair to say that corporate comms were the primary driver in pushing the Councils use
of Facebook and Twitter and this was used to excellent effect during extraordinary winter 0
weather.
Expand use − available to Members − all Members have Twitter. M
Increasingly an area in which NLC needs to become smarter in order to ensure contact with an M
ever increasingly diverse and informed electorate.

7. Graphics design service
Could be faster and more creative. M
Satisfactory. M

8. Multimedia photography service
Clarity on how elected members review event photography and how it can access the

Mphotographs for future use would be helpful.
Good service. M
Very happy with in−house service which is much more cost effective than previous bought in

0service.
Only used once to have my picture taken for councillor surgery notices. M
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9. Corporate publications

Consistent professional standard but can be wordy. M
These publications do not in my opinion resonate with public. Things have moved on but the
same old format lacks imagination which is detrimental to the message of the good policies and M
actions of our council.

10. Managing internal communications
Internal systems are antiquated. Computers are slow, Blackberrys do not meet the needs of

M
many councillors and Wi−Fi has not been rolled out throughout the Civic.
I've had excellent experiences in working with corporate comms on targeted campaigns such as
information security, core infrastructure project etc but their problem is always that there 0
simply aren't enough of them to go round and campaigns are delayed or just don't happen at all.

GENERAL COMMENTS
I do not feel the survey is appropriate or even targeted to me. I really am unaware of what

M
Corporate Communications does and what added value it creates.
Where I've had to be critical it is intended to be constructive! Corporate comms do sterling work
but there just aren't enough people to go round a lot of the time, so my criticism on the whole is 0
around capacity to deliver rather than quality of service.

M = Member Comment 0 = Officer Comment
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